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In Belgrade,3l. 5.2013

Referee's report on Lucie Ndmcovf's PhD thesis

I am glad that I have opportunity to be a reviewer of Lucie Ndmcov6's PhD thesis under the
title "Study of Plasma-Surface Interaction". This thesis describe several different experiments
which candidate have done in several laboratories across Europe and bring some original
results in the very perspective field of plasma-liquid interactions.
As you kindly ask me, I send you one question and several comments on the thesis. The
question is:

Please, explain the difference of water solution acidification during the plasma
treatment in underwater discharges and in the discharge in gaseous bubbles.

I also have some comments on the PhD thesis:

Page 13: Ref'erence [2] ("science project for the kids") is not appropriate for this PhD thesis.
Process opposite to "ionization" in plasma is o'recombination", not "deionization" as signed
in Fig. 1.

Page 48: Ref. [86] is devoted to plasma focus gas discharge in a low pressure and it is not
completely appropriate for discussion of the electrode lifetime the water discharge.
Page 50: Using of the reference [87] is inappropriate in the chapter devoted to the diaphragm
discharge (discharge in water). Namely, ref. [87] describes the gliding arc discharge which is
a discharge above the water.
Page 64: There is large difference between the absorbance values for "N2" in Fig. 42 and in
Fig.40. Why?
Pages 83 -85: It seems that the current signals in Figs. 63, 66, 67 and 68 have some bias
value (or a base line is not properly set).
Page 86: How is calculated the average discharge power? It is interesting question why the
discharge in KCI with ethanol (the last row in Table 8) has the largest maximal current and
the largest maximal voltage but minimal the average power?

This PhD thesis brings a significant new knowledge in the field plasma-liquid interaction and
I am sure that Lucie Ndmcov6 will successful defense it.
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